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PROCEDIMENTI RELATIVI ALL’ATTUAZIONE DELLA POLITICA DELLA CONCORRENZA

COMMISSIONE

AIUTO DI STATO — REGNO UNITO

Aiuto di Stato C 55/07 (ex NN 63/07) — Garanzia della Corona a favore del fondo pensione di BT

Invito a presentare osservazioni ai sensi dell’articolo 88, paragrafo 2, del trattato CE

(Testo rilevante ai fini del SEE)

(2008/C 15/04)

Con la lettera del 28 novembre 2007, riprodotta nella lingua facente fede nelle pagine che seguono la presente sintesi, la Commissione ha notificato al Regno Unito la propria decisione di avviare il procedimento di cui all’articolo 88, paragrafo 2, del trattato CE in merito all’esenzione accordata a BT plc e al Fondo pensione di BT dall’applicazione dei requisiti di finanziamento minimo previsti dalle leggi sulle pensioni del 1995 e 2004 agli impegni pensionistici assistiti dalla garanzia della Corona del 1984 nonché in merito al pagamento al Fondo di protezione delle pensioni (PPF) della parte del prelievo da versare per la parte degli impegni pensionistici assistiti dalla garanzia della Corona del 1984.

La Commissione ha deciso di non sollevare obiezioni alla garanzia della Corona in sé nella misura in cui copre gli impegni pensionistici di BT, come descritto nella lettera che segue la presente sintesi.

Gli interessati possono inviare eventuali osservazioni sulle misure nei confronti delle quali la Commissione avvia il procedimento entro un mese dalla data di pubblicazione della presente sintesi e della lettera che segue, facendole pervenire al seguente indirizzo:

Commissione europea
Direzione generale della Concorrenza
Protocollo Aiuti di Stato
SPA 3 6/5
B-1049 Bruxelles
Fax (32-2) 296 12 42

Dette osservazioni saranno comunicate al Regno Unito. Su richiesta scritta e motivata degli autori delle osservazioni, la loro identità non sarà rivelata.

TESTO DELLA SINTESI

PROCEDURA

La Commissione è stata informata delle misure nei confronti delle quali ha avviato la procedura ex articolo 88, paragrafo 2, da una denuncia pervenuta nonché dalla corrispondenza intercorsa con le autorità del Regno Unito in seguito a detta denuncia. Nessuna delle misure in questione è stata notificata alla Commissione.

DESCRIZIONE DELLE MISURE

Prima della privatizzazione di British Telecommunication, successivamente BT plc («BT»), i dipendenti di BT fruviano dei benefici di un regime pensionistico che è stato trasferito all’ente privatizzato. Gli impegni di BT relativi al regime pensioni di BT («BTPS») rientrano in due categorie; i normali contributi sociali e i contributi supplementari che BT può essere tenuta a versare in base a un piano di risanamento volto a ripristinarne il finanziamento integrale. Dalle valutazioni attuariali più recenti risulta che le passività di BTPS ammontano a 37,8 Mrd GBP, mentre i suoi attivi equivalgono a 34,4 Mrd GBP. Secondo il piano di risanamento, BT deve finanziare tale deficit entro il 2015.
In base alla legge sulle telecomunicazioni del 1984, il governo britannico ha concesso una garanzia della Corona a copertura delle passività trasferite dal governo a BT. L’ambito della presente decisione si limita agli effetti di detta garanzia sugli impegni pensionistici di BT. Secondo la succitata garanzia, qualora BT sia insolvente e unicamente nei confronti dei dipendenti di BT in servizio all’epoca della privatizzazione, lo Stato garantirà il pagamento delle pensioni nel caso in cui il Fondo non dovesse disporre di attivi sufficienti. Si trattava infatti di assicurare detti dipendenti che, fino ad allora, avevano beneficiato della protezione dello Stato per i loro pensioni.

La legge sulle pensioni del 1995 ha introdotto i requisiti di finanziamento minimo per i fondi pensione. Tuttavia la legislazione ha esentato i fondi pensione assistiti da una garanzia della Corona, tra cui BTPS, dall’applicazione di detti requisiti di finanziamento minimo. I requisiti di finanziamento minimo sono stati modificati dalla legge sulle pensioni del 2004, che ancora una volta dispone l’esenzione per i fondi pensione assistiti da una garanzia della Corona.

La legge sulle pensioni del 2004 ha istituito il Fondo di protezione per le pensioni («PPF») la cui funzione consiste nel pagare un compenso ai beneficiari di regimi pensionistici, in caso di insolvenza dei datori di lavoro e quando gli attivi del regime in questione siano insufficienti per coprire tutti gli impegni pensionistici. Il PPF è essenzialmente finanziato da un prelievo che è versato dai fondi pensione. Ancora una volta, i fondi pensione che fruiscono di una garanzia della Corona sono esentati dal pagamento di detto prelievo.

**VALUTAZIONE DELLE MISURE**

**Esistenza di aiuto**

Sulla base delle informazioni di cui dispone, la Commissione ritiene che la garanzia della Corona di per sé, nella misura in cui copre gli impegni pensionistici di BT, non abbia conferito alcun vantaggio a BT fino a quando la legge sulle pensioni del 1995 e quella del 2004 ne hanno notevolmente modificato gli effetti. Fino a tali date e per quanto riguarda gli impegni pensionistici, gli unici beneficiari della garanzia della Corona erano i membri di BTPS.


Le autorità britanniche sostengono che BT ha finanziato il suo deficit indipendentemente dalla garanzia della Corona. Esse non hanno spiegato per quale ragione BT non si sia avvalsa di detta garanzia per coprire la minor parte dei suoi impegni pensionistici assistiti dalla garanzia.

Inoltre, nel 2004, l’esenzione dal versamento al PPF del prelievo corrispondente agli impegni pensionistici di BT assistiti dalla garanzia della Corona potrebbe, del pari, costituire un vantaggio e, di conseguenza, un aiuto di Stato a favore di BT.

BTPS e le autorità britanniche ritencono che non vi sia alcun vantaggio. Innanzitutto, esse affermano che dal momento che il prelievo rispecchi il rischio sostenuto dal regime pensioni e dato che la sezione di BT assistita dalla garanzia della Corona non può fare fallimento, il fatto che BTPS e quindi BT non siano tenute a versare alcun contributo a detta sezione è giustificato dalla logica del sistema.

BTPS inoltre sostiene che all’epoca della privatizzazione di BT la garanzia era nota agli azionisti i quali hanno quindi pagato un prezzo di mercato per detta garanzia, regione per cui non vi era alcun vantaggio implicito. Esse inoltre sostengono che se detta esenzione dal prelievo costituisce un vantaggio, il vantaggio è più che compensato dagli impegni straordinari assunti da BT e da BTPS. Questi impegni straordinari consistono, in particolare, nel miglioramento delle condizioni di licenziamento, nel deficit del regime pensioni ereditato all’epoca della privatizzazione, e nei maggiori benefici di servizio pubblico offerti ai membri di BTPS.

La Commissione dubita che tali argomenti possano essere accolti e che quindi non vi sia alcun vantaggio e nessuno aiuto di Stato nell’esenzione dal pagamento integrale del prelievo al PPF accordata a BTPS e BT.

**Compatibilità dell’aiuto**

In questa fase, l’unica base per la compatibilità di dette misure, ammesso che contengano aiuti di Stato, sembrerebbe essere l’articolo 87, paragrafo 3, lettera c), del trattato. Tuttavia la misura non risulta conforme a nessuna delle norme finora adottate dalla Commissione circa l’applicazione di detto sottoparagrafo. Di conseguenza, qualora le misure in questione comportino un aiuto di Stato, la Commissione dubita della loro compatibilità con il mercato comune.

Conformemente all’articolo 14 del regolamento (CE) n. 659/1999 del Consiglio, qualsiasi aiuto illegale può formare oggetto di recupero presso i beneficiari.

**TESTO DELLA LETTERA**

(1) La Commissione wishes to inform the United Kingdom that, having examined the information supplied by your authorities on the aid measure referred to above, it has decided to initiate the procedure laid down in Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty.

1. PROCEDURAL ASPECTS

(2) On 26 April 2006, one of BT’s competitors, which requested confidentiality, lodged a complaint against the guarantee given by the Minister of the Crown ("Crown guarantee") which had been granted to BT. By e-mails dated 24 May 2006 and 22 June 2006, it provided further information to the Commission.

(3) By letter dated 18 May 2006, the Commission requested information to the UK authorities, which provided it by letter dated 18 July 2006.
By letter dated 21 December 2006, the Commission requested further information. After an extension of the deadline, the UK authorities responded by letter dated 27 February 2007.

On 26 March 2007, a meeting was held, at their request, with the lawyers representing the Trustees of the BT Pension Scheme ("BTPS"). They submitted further information by e-mail dated 10 May 2007.

By letter dated 10 May 2007, the Commission requested information to the UK authorities. After an extension of the deadline and a meeting which took place on 11 June 2007, the UK authorities responded by letter dated 19 June 2007.

By letter dated 3 August 2007, the Commission requested further information. After an extension of the deadline, the UK authorities responded by letter dated 3 October 2007.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURES

2.1. BT Pension Scheme

Until 1969, employees of the Post Office were civil servants. In that year, they became employees of the Post Office public corporation, which ended their status as members of the civil service. The Post Office was assigned general responsibility for the payment of staff pensions, with the establishment of the Post Office Staff Superannuation Scheme ("POSSS").

By virtue of the British Telecommunications Act 1981, the telecommunications operation which had formerly formed part of the Post Office was transferred to a new public corporation, British Telecommunications. Certain employees were transferred to the new organisation, while keeping their status as employees of a public corporation. In 1983, the British Telecommunications Staff Superannuation Scheme ("BTSSS"), the terms of which were closely modelled on those of the POSSS, was established.

The 1984 Telecommunications Act (the "1984 Act") provided for the privatisation of British Telecommunications, with the transfer of all its property, rights and liabilities (including the BTSSS) to BT plc. As from 31 March 1986, British Telecommunications plc ("BT") established a further pension scheme for new employees (the British Telecommunications New Pension Scheme, BTNPS). The BTSSS was closed to new members from that date. Both were merged and renamed BT Pension Scheme ("BTPS") in 1993.

The investment objective of BTPS is to ensure that over the long term, the scheme will always have enough money to meet the cost of the pension benefits to be paid. BT's liabilities to BTPS fall under two heads: regular employment contributions and additional contributions that BT may be required to make under a recovery plan to return the BTPS to full funding where Scheme liabilities are higher than Scheme assets. The latter reflects a general requirement under BTPS rules for BT to make good any deficit disclosed by an actuarial valuation.

Under these rules, the Scheme Actuary is required to make an actuarial valuation of the assets and the liabilities (i.e. future pension benefits and other costs and expenses) of the scheme at intervals not exceeding 3 years and report the position to BTPS' Trustees and to BT. BT will ensure the payment to BTPS of contributions that are necessary to repair any deficit identified by the valuation.

The results of the most recent valuation were announced in December 2006 and disclosed accrued liabilities of GBP 37.8 billion and assets of GBP 34.4 billion (a deficit of GBP 3.4 billion). According to the recovery plan, fully financed by BT, the scheme should return to full funding by 2015: BT agreed to pay GBP 280 million per annum for ten years, which combined with investment returns, is anticipated to pay off the deficit. These yearly amounts come on top of BT's regular employer contributions to the scheme, which amounted to GBP 395 million in the financial year 2006/2007.

2.2. The Crown guarantee

The Crown guarantee is laid down in Section 68 of the 1984 Act which reads as follows:

"(1) This Section applies where

(a) a resolution has been passed, in accordance with the [Insolvency Act 1986], for the voluntary winding up of the successor company; otherwise than merely for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation with another company; or

(b) without any such resolution having been passed beforehand, an order has been made for the winding up of the successor company by the court under that Act.

(2) The Secretary of State shall become liable on the commencement of the winding up to discharge any outstanding liability of the successor company which vested in that company by virtue of Section 60 above (4).

(3)...

(4) Where the Secretary of State makes a payment to any person in discharge of what appears to him to be a liability imposed on him by this Section, he shall thereupon become a creditor of the successor company to the extent of the amount paid, his claim being treated for the purposes of the winding up as a claim in respect of the original liability."

Section 68(2) was amended by the Communication Act of 2003 and now provides that "the Secretary of State shall become liable on the commencement of the winding up to discharge any outstanding liability of the successor company for the payment of pensions which vested in that company by virtue of Section 60 above" (emphasis added). While the Crown guarantee in its original version covered all liabilities of the corporation transferred to BT in 1984, it now only covers the pension liabilities transferred at that date.

(4) A resolution has been passed, in accordance with the [Insolvency Act 1986], for the voluntary winding up of the successor company; otherwise than merely for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation with another company; or

(5) Without any such resolution having been passed beforehand, an order has been made for the winding up of the successor company by the court under that Act.
The scope of the present decision is limited to the effect of the Crown guarantee as far as it covers pension liabilities. This decision is without prejudice to the effects of the Crown guarantee on the other liabilities that were transferred to BT in 1984 and that were covered by the Crown Guarantee until the 2003 Communication Act.

In so far as the pension liabilities are concerned, the Crown guarantee requires the UK government to discharge any liability of the public corporation for payments in respect of pensions transferred to BT, but only:

(i) if BT is insolvent and is being wound up;

(ii) in respect of employees who were members of the public corporation’s employee pension scheme before 6 August 1984; and only

(iii) if the liability is wholly or partly outstanding at the beginning of the winding up.

This means that the UK government will ensure payments in respect of pensions transferred to BT if the company becomes insolvent, the assets of BTPS are insufficient to cover its liabilities at the time of insolvency and only in favour of employees who were members of the public corporation pension scheme before the date of privatisation. Although the 1984 Act is not clear on this point, the UK authorities are of the opinion that the Crown guarantee is capable of covering not only the pension rights acquired by these employees before the privatisation but also those that they acquired after it.

As concerns pension rights, the Crown guarantee was apparently provided in view of the concern of the public corporation’s employees that they would no longer enjoy the comfort of State protection for their pension. They were in particular worried about what would happen if the privatised successor company were to become insolvent leaving a pension scheme with a deficit between assets and liabilities. The Crown guarantee responded to these concerns.

The UK authorities indicated that they were not able to specify the value of the liabilities that would be covered by the guarantee. Indeed the liabilities to be covered would depend on the members to be covered and on the assets of BTPS at the time of BT’s insolvency.

According to the explanations provided by the UK authorities, in case BT becomes insolvent, the UK government would immediately become liable on commencement of the liquidation for any of BT’s liabilities to the pension scheme for staff transferred to BT at privatisation and which remain outstanding. The Secretary of State would make payment to BTPS in respect of these outstanding liabilities and would become an unsecured creditor of BT for that amount. BTPS would also be an unsecured creditor of the insolvent BT for any liabilities related to staff not covered by the Crown guarantee since the law does not give any special preference to pension scheme trustees.

2.3. Main developments of UK pension legislation since 1984

UK Pension law has been subject to several changes since 1984. According to the information available to the Commission, it appears that the main modifications of the general pension regulatory framework were introduced by the 1995 and the 2004 Pensions Acts.

The 1995 Pension Act: minimum funding requirements

Article 56 of the 1995 Pension Act introduced a Minimum Funding requirement that the value of the assets of the scheme is not less than the amount of the liabilities of the scheme. However, the Occupational Pension Schemes (Minimum Funding Requirement and Actuarial Valuations) Regulations 1996 provide that

“Section 56 (minimum funding requirement) does not apply to [...] any occupational pension scheme in respect of which any Minister of the Crown has given a guarantee or made any other arrangements for the purpose of securing that the assets of the scheme are sufficient to meet its liabilities. [...] Where such a guarantee has been given in respect of part only of a scheme, Sections 56 to 60 and these Regulations shall apply as if that part and the other part of the scheme were separate schemes” (emphasis added).

Furthermore, Article 75 of the 1995 Pension Act foresees that if at the time of insolvency the value of the assets of the scheme is less than the amount of the liabilities of the scheme, an amount equal to the difference shall be treated as a debt due from the employer to the trustees or managers of the scheme. However, the Occupational Pension Schemes (Deficiency on Winding up) Regulations 1996 provide that:

“Section 75 does not apply [...] to any occupational pension scheme in respect of which any Minister of the Crown has given a guarantee or made any other arrangements for the purpose of securing that the assets of the scheme are sufficient to meet its liabilities” (emphasis added).

The 2004 Pension Act: Pension Protection Fund and Statutory Funding Objectives

Part 2 of the 2004 Pension Act introduced the Pension Protection Fund (PPF) on account of intense political pressure, after over thousands workers in various companies lost large amounts of their pension benefits in recent years following the bankruptcy of their sponsoring companies. The PPF was created in April 2005. Its function is to pay compensation to members of eligible pension schemes whose sponsor employers have suffered insolvency leaving insufficient assets in the scheme to provide their members with protection equivalent to the level of compensation payable by the PPF. The PPF is financed partly by the assets transferred from schemes from which it has assumed responsibility and partly by an annual levy raised on eligible pension schemes. This levy includes an administration levy and a risk levy which incorporates two elements:

— a risk-based element that takes into account the likelihood of employer insolvency (80 % of the levy),

— a scheme based element paid by the schemes on the basis of the size of their liabilities (20 % of the levy).
Secondly, the Crown guarantee has had no impact on the credit rating of BT. They provided quotations by Standard and Poors and Fitch indicating that the guarantee had had no impact on their assessment of BT’s default rating since it is only effective for pension creditors after it becomes insolvent.

3. COMMENTS FROM THE PARTIES INVOLVED

3.1. The complaint

The main argument of the complainant is that the guarantee allows the managers of BT’s pension fund to adopt an aggressive, riskier investment policy, which provides higher returns. These higher returns may have been taken into account by the actuaries in their valuation of the assets and liabilities. The increase in the value of the assets has the effect of decreasing the deficit of the pension fund and the level of contribution that BT will have to pay to achieve full funding. The Crown guarantee would allegedly reduce the pressure on the fund to ask BT for the repayment of the deficit. This is an advantage which, in the view of the complainant, results into State aid.

3.2. Position of the UK authorities

The UK authorities consider that BT did not receive State aid. To substantiate this claim, they submitted the following arguments.

Firstly, since the guarantee applies only if BT is wound up, the Section does not have the effect of preventing BT from becoming insolvent. Since BT is solvent, the guarantee has not helped BT to meet its obligation under BTPS rules to remove any deficit between assets and liabilities.

Secondly, the Crown guarantee has had no impact on the credit rating of BT. They provided quotations by Standard and Poors and Fitch indicating that the guarantee had had no impact on their assessment of BT’s default rating since it is only effective for pension creditors after it becomes insolvent.

Thirdly, the complainant’s argument that the managers of BTPS could have adopted an aggressive investment policy thanks to the guarantee is not supported by the facts: BTPS’ investment policy is very similar to that of other large UK pension schemes.

Fourthly, the Crown guarantee did not have any impact on the management and funding of BTPS. Under the rules of BTPS, BT is required to make the same provision in respect of its pension liabilities as if the guarantee did not exist. In particular, in certifying the contributions required by BT, the actuary has not taken account of the guarantee in making his report on the valuation of the assets and liabilities of the pension funds. Similarly, BT has not taken the guarantee into account in making good any deficiency identified by the actuary.

Finally, the exemption from the payment of levy to the PPF does not constitute State aid since the reduction is within the logic of the system. It further argued that the guarantee was known from the shareholders when they bought BT in 1984, as a result of which its value was taken into account in the overall price that they paid for BT. Consequently, they paid a market price for this guarantee, and no advantage was involved.

3.3. Position of BTPS’ trustees

BTPS provided similar arguments to those put forward by the UK authorities. In particular, on the specific issue of the exemption from the payment of the levy to the PPF, BTPS claimed that this exemption did not constitute State aid since it was within the logic of the system. It further argued that the guarantee was known from the shareholders when they bought BT in 1984, as a result of which its value was taken into account in the overall price that they paid for BT. Consequently, they paid a market price for this guarantee, and no advantage was involved.

Furthermore, BTPS argued that the potential advantage resulting from this exemption is more than compensated by the extra liabilities borne by BT and BTPS because of the special nature of BTPS and of the status of BT’s employees at the time of privatisation. These extra liabilities are:

— Enhanced redundancy terms. After privatisation, BT employees retained special rights in the event of redundancy that they had enjoyed as former public sector employees. The enhanced pension terms on redundancy applying to the employees covered by the Crown Guarantee consists in particular of unreduced pensions from age 50. These benefits are mandatory in the event of compulsory redundancy. As a result, BT has had to offer similar terms in order to induce such members to accept voluntary redundancy. BT has therefore incurred significant additional redundancy costs over the period since privatisation, since redundancy significantly increases the Scheme’s liabilities. These extra costs are estimated to amount to […] (*) for the period 1984-2005.

(*) […] the information in brackets is covered by the obligation of professional secrecy.
— The 1984 deficit in the pension scheme: upon privatisation, the new company inherited a net deficit of around GBP 470 million in the pension scheme which BT has subsequently had to make good.

— […]

— Enhanced civil service benefits for certain membership categories of BTPS. Under the terms of BTPS’s deed in place at the time of privatisation, the BTPS was required to provide benefits in respect of those employed at that time in line with civil service benefits. In practice, the benefits that the scheme has been required to provide since privatisation have been significantly better than those typically offered by the private sector pension schemes in the 1980s. For instance, BTPS is required to pay benefits from age 60 to men and women, whereas typical pension schemes had normal retirement ages of 65 for men. According to BTPS, the gross estimate of these additional costs amounts to more than […]

4. ANALYSIS

4.1. Qualification of the measures as State aid

(38) Article 87(1) of the EC Treaty states:

“Save as otherwise provided in this Treaty, any aid granted by a Member State or through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between Member States, be incompatible with the common market.”

In order for Article 87(1) to be applicable, there needs to be an aid measure imputable to the State which is granted by State resources, affects trade between Member States and distorts competition in the common market, and confers a selective advantage to undertakings.

(39) In order to analyse the presence of State aid, it is necessary to successively analyse the different measures under consideration in this case:

(a) The granting of the Crown guarantee on BT’s pension liabilities in 1984 to BT.

(b) The exemption of BTPS from the application of the minimum funding requirements introduced by the 1995 and 2004 pension acts to the BTPS’ pension liabilities covered by the Crown guarantee.

(c) The exemption of BTPS under the PPF (Entry rules) Regulations 2005 from the requirement laid down in part 2 of the 2004 Pension Act to contribute an annual levy to the PPF corresponding to its pension liabilities covered by the Crown guarantee.

(40) As a preliminary remark, it must be underlined that BTPS and BT are two different legal entities. The Crown guarantee covers partly any deficit between BTPS’ liabilities and assets and also the exemptions mentioned in point (b) and (c) in the previous paragraph directly concern BTPS.

(41) However, it is concluded that if there is an advantage to BTPS, it can be considered that this advantage is entirely and directly transferred to BT since the latter must cover any deficit and administrative costs of its pension scheme as long as it is solvent.

4.1.1. The 1984 Crown Guarantee as far as it concerns pension liabilities

(42) It appears that the Crown guarantee, as far as it concerns pension liabilities, was granted in 1984 with the aim of reassuring BT’s employees by providing them with the same degree of protection of their pension rights as they had enjoyed when they were employed by a public corporation. The beneficiaries of this guarantee are these employees. The Commission must check whether BTPS and as a result BT could not have also benefited from the guarantee.

(43) It is to be noted that the Crown guarantee is different from traditional loan guarantees, referred to in the Community notice on the application of Article 87 and 88 of the EC Treaty to State aid in the form of guarantees (7). Loan guarantees enable the beneficiary to obtain more favourable interest rates and/or offer less security. This is why the undertaking should normally pay a market premium for such a guarantee. State guarantees granted without a premium are generally considered to fall within the scope of Article 87(1) EC. The question in the present case is whether the Crown guarantee provided an advantage to BT so that BT would normally have been willing to pay a premium in order to benefit from this guarantee. If such an advantage exists, and since BT did not pay any premium for this guarantee, it would then be possible to conclude to the presence of State aid. On the basis of the information currently available to it, the Commission has analysed the various potential economic effects of the guarantee on BT.

Potential effects on the investment policy of BTPS

(44) The argument put forward by the complainant to conclude to the presence of State aid is that, thanks to the guarantee, the fund managers of BTPS were able to adopt a riskier investment policy, with a higher rate of return, which would have the effect of reducing the deficit of the fund, and therefore the contributions that BT has to pay to rebalance it.

(45) However, the guarantee can only be called upon in case of insolvency of the sponsor company, not in case BTPS makes losses as a consequence of its investment decisions. Any loss of BTPS must be covered by BT as long as it is solvent. This has several implications:

(46) First, in the hypothetical case that BTPS' managers decided to adopt a more risky investment policy with the prospect of a higher but more volatile return, this could not automatically be linked to the existence of the Crown guarantee. Indeed any losses incurred by BTPS would be covered by BT as long as it is solvent without calling upon the Crown guarantee. The only situation in which the Crown guarantee could be called upon is BTPS' investment policy is so risky that it may generate losses large enough to make it impossible for BT to cover them without becoming insolvent. This is an extremely remote possibility, given the binding rules under which BTPS trustees operate (7).

(47) Second, a BTPS investment policy risky to the point of threatening BT's solvency is most likely not to the advantage of BT. On the one hand, it can hardly be argued that BT would accept bankruptcy as an acceptable risk to obtain reduced contributions to BTPS. On the other hand, BT would remain liable for all potential losses of BTPS it could afford to pay without becoming insolvent.

(48) Third, BTPS would adopt an extremely risky policy only if it was not concerned about the solvency of its sponsor company. Such an assumption does not appear to be reasonable given the economic dependency of BTPS on its sponsor employee BT: BT is the only provider of funds to BTPS.

(49) Fourth, it should be recalled that the guarantee only covers part of BTPS' liabilities, i.e. the pension liabilities of BT's employees at the time of the privatisation. If it were to adopt a risky investment policy because of the Crown guarantee, BTPS would not take into account the interests of the uncovered employees, whose pension liabilities are not negligible since they represent about a quarter of the total liabilities.

(50) In conclusion, the existence of an economic advantage resulting from a risky investment policy which would be made possible by the Crown guarantee cannot in principle be established.

(51) Moreover, information provided by the UK authorities does not indicate that BTPS fund managers implement a particularly aggressive investment policy. The UK authorities provided data on BTPS' investment policy, as well as summary data on the 50 largest UK pension schemes (the "WM 50") over the period 1996-2005 and an independent benchmarking operated by WM Performance Services. The Commission considers that data over that period can be considered to be sufficient to draw general conclusions on the effects of the Crown guarantee on BTPS investment policy since 1984.

(52) First, this data indicates that BTPS' assets allocation is very similar to the average asset allocation of the WM 50. In recent years, it appears that BTPS has generally held less than average in equity investments but rather more in property, which does not appear to be an indication of a risky strategy.

(53) Second, on the assumption that a more risky investment policy is generally characterised by higher volatility of returns, the Commission found that the variations of BTPS' returns over the period are not indicative of a more risky investment policy. It appears that BTPS has never been among the best or worst performers among these 50 funds in any given year, with the possible exception of 2003 and 2004 when it was the third best performing fund. Apart from these two years, the deviation of its return with respect to the average return is always inferior to the standard deviation.

(54) The Commission also notes that investment decisions made by the fund managers such as a predominantly passive investment strategy (5) or the decision to hedge the currency exposure associated with overseas equities within the scheme are also indicative of an investment policy that does not seem particularly risky.

(55) To conclude on this point, although it appears that BTPS' investment policy is relatively more successful than average (it has produced an annual average investment return over the last 10 years of 9.2 % compared to an average return of 8.3 % for the WM 50), there is no indication that this is the result of a more risky strategy. According to the UK authorities, BTPS' relatively higher returns would be linked to the performance of the fund manager. The fact that the returns of BTPS and the returns on other mandates of the fund manager were similar supports the claim of the UK authorities.

(56) Given that the existence of an advantage for BT or BTPS deriving from a risky investment policy cannot be demonstrated, that data available to the Commission does not indicate that BTPS has had a more risky investment policy and that the investment policy followed by the fund manager of BTPS is comparable to its investment policy for other mandates, the Commission concludes that on the basis of the information available no link between BTPS investment policy and the Crown guarantee as far as it concerns BT's pension liabilities can be established.

Potential effects on the employment policy of BT

This Commission also considers that the Crown guarantee as far as it concerns BT's pension liabilities does not provide advantages to BT in terms of employment policy: the existence of the guarantee may have facilitated the privatisation process back in 1984 and avoiding some social unrest at that time by reassuring BT's employees concerning their pension rights, but if the guarantee had this effect, it was mainly to the benefit of the UK government while it was conducting the privatisation process of BT. It cannot be argued either that this guarantee helped BT to recruit some valuable employees who could have been attracted by safer pension rights, since the guarantee only applies to those who were employed in 1984, and not to those who were hired after privatisation.

(7) Passive investment strategy involves investment in a well diversified portfolio to represent a broad-based market index without attempting to search out mispriced securities.
(58) As underlined above, this guarantee is different from loan guarantees: loan guarantees provide an advantage to the firm if they enable it to obtain a loan on conditions that are more favourable than the market would have allowed. A State guarantee could be specific to a loan, or of a more general nature, such as the special status of a firm that would guarantee creditors' debts in case it goes bankrupt, and could therefore affect its credit rating. In the present case, the guarantee does not affect the ranking of any of BT's liabilities. As a result, the fact that the guarantee exists does not imply that more assets would be available to these creditors. It cannot be argued that creditors might be more willing to lend to BT since the guarantee does not make their claims more secure or more likely to be satisfied. The fact that the guarantee has no impact on BT's credit rating is further confirmed by the fact that credit ratings agencies have not taken the guarantee into account when assessing BT's default rating. In its report on BT dated 19 September 2006, Standard & Poors stated:

"the existence of a Crown Guarantee for about three-quarters of the current pension liabilities is not important for our probability of default rating analysis, because it is only effective for pension creditors after BT becomes insolvent"

(59) In their report "BT Pension Funding Removes Uncertainty" of 19 December 2006, Fitch stated that the Crown Guarantee would at best "guarantee the pensions of scheme members once a default has already occurred. Its presence or otherwise does not have any impact on BT's Issuer Default".

Conclusion

(60) The Commission's analysis on the basis of the information available indicates that the guarantee itself, as far as it concerns BT's pension liabilities does not confer any advantage to BT: it cannot affect the investment policy, credit rating or employment policy of BT. The Commission can therefore conclude that the Crown guarantee as far as it concerns BT plc's pension liabilities in case of insolvency did not confer in itself on BT any specific additional advantage, independently from the changes in the legal framework introduced in 1995 and 2004, and therefore any State aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) EC.

4.1.2. The exemption from the minimum funding requirements laid down in the 1995 and 2004 Pension Acts

(61) As explained in Section 2.3, the 1995 Pension Act introduced a minimum funding requirement, from which pension funds which enjoy a Crown guarantee are exempted. Part 3 of the 2004 Pension Act also introduced new scheme of funding requirements, from which pension funds with a Crown guarantee are also exempted.

(62) The 1995 Pension Act provides that the value of the assets of the scheme must not be less than the amounts of the liabilities of the scheme. However, pension funds which, like BTPS, enjoy a Crown guarantee are exempted from this requirement by the Occupational Pension schemes Regulations 1996. Part 3 of the 2004 Pension Act introduced new funding requirements, from which pension fund with a Crown guarantee are exempted.

(63) This exemption from the minimum funding requirement resulting from the Crown guarantee could in principle constitute State aid. Indeed, this exemption would constitute an advantage since the firm would not have to finance its pension fund's deficit under the more stringent conditions imposed by the 1995 and 2004 pension acts. Therefore, BT could use the funds that it would have had to apply to remediying its pension fund's deficit under the strict conditions laid down in the 1995 and 2004 legislation for its other economic activities.

(64) If the presence of an advantage is confirmed, it appears that this advantage is financed out of State resources: in order to benefit from this guarantee, without which the exemption of the minimum funding requirements is not possible, BT would have had to pay a premium in 1995, which it did not. In addition, the exemption from the minimum funding requirements means that the assets in the pension fund could be lower and that the exposure of the State in case of bankruptcy could be higher after 1995 than it would have been if the minimum funding requirements had been binding on BT. To summarise, the new legal frameworks in 1995 and 2004 and the new rules that they laid down on minimum funding requirements substantially altered the nature and effects of the Crown guarantee, as a result of which an advantage financed by the State was granted to BT and the BTPS from 1995 onwards.

(65) Given BT's activities in national and international markets for telecommunications, this advantage may affect competition and trade between Member States and therefore is likely to constitute an aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) EC.

(66) However, the UK authorities claim that, in effect, BT has not made use of the exemption from the minimum funding requirements laid down in the 1995 and 2004 Pension Acts and has therefore funded BTPS as if these rules fully applied to it. The UK authorities provided all BTPS' Statement of Investment Principles since 1996 to the Commission. It is correct that they always state that investment policy of BTPS had regard to the minimum funding requirements laid down in the 1995 and 2004 Pension Acts.

(67) Furthermore, the content of the latest BTPS recovery plan, agreed between BT and BTPS trustee in December 2005, was subject to the Pension Regulator's scrutiny. The Pension Regulator is an independent authority, set by the 2004 Pension Act, in charge of the regulation of pension schemes. The British authorities formally confirmed the Pension Regulator was satisfied that the guarantee was not being used to extend the recovery period or affect any of the key assumptions in the actuarial valuation or recovery plan of BTPS.

(68) However, the Commission notes that, despite the fact that under the 1995 Pension Act, the value of the assets of the scheme must not be less than the amounts of the liabilities of the scheme, BTPS still had a GBP 3.4 billion deficit according to the 2006 valuation. The UK authorities have not explained how such a significant deficit could have accrued if the principles laid down in the 1995 legislation had been fully respected and applied by BTPS and BT.
In conclusion, the Commission has doubts about the claims that BTPS did not avail itself of the exemptions from the application of the minimum funding requirements laid down in the 1995 and 2004 Pension Act, and that as a result, BT has not received State aid in the form of less stringent conditions for the financing of its pension fund deficit since 1995.

4.1.3. The exemption from the payment for a levy to the PPF corresponding to the pension liabilities covered by the Crown Guarantee

As described in Section 2.3, the 2004 Pension Act introduced another significant change: it created the Pension Protection Fund, to which pension funds generally have to contribute by paying an annual levy, unless they benefit from a Crown guarantee and are as a result exempted from this payment.

BT’s contribution must cover BTPS’ trustees’ costs, including the PPF levy payments. Under the PPF entry rules regulations, the guaranteed Section of BTPS is exempted. Therefore, BTPS levy is calculated by the PPF excluding all members of the scheme who joined before privatisation on the understanding that Section 68 of the 1984 Act guarantees the liability of BT to make contributions to BTPS in respect of these members. The initial levy was actually set at GBP [...]. If the full levy had been charged, BTPS would have paid GBP [...]. No determination has yet been made in respect of the 2006/2007 levy (1) [...].

The Crown guarantee on Pension liabilities and the PPF pursue basically the same purpose: to offer additional protection to workers in case of insolvency of the employer. Up to 2004, protection of pensions in case of insolvency was limited to a portion of the workers’ benefits and ensured by the State on an individual company basis. As from 2004 the PPF general system has been established and occupational pension schemes (and indirectly employers) have to make contributions to the PPF, which guarantees the employees of any contributor scheme. In other words the general system is that additional protection must be paid by the employers in the form of the payment of a full levy.

It should be recalled, however, that the UK authorities and BTPS have argued that BTPS and BT did not receive any advantage for the reasons described in Section 3.2 and 3.3 of this decision. However, the Commission has doubts that these arguments can be accepted.

The Commission has doubts that the reduction of the levy to be paid to the PPF is justified “by the logic of the system”. The Commission does not consider that the “system” can be regarded as constituted by the PPF only. Rather, all measure established in order to achieve a protection of pensions must be taken into consideration. In this context, it is noted that whereas under the PPF, the employers must make a financial contribution to the protection of the pensions of their employees, this does not apply for the pensions covered by the Crown guarantee. The Commission does not consider that this difference in approach can be justified by a “logic of the system”. The only “logic” apparent in this case is that where State resources are made available for the protection of an undertaking’s pension scheme, private provision becomes otiose.

The Commission has also doubts that no advantage is present on the ground that this guarantee has already been paid by BT’s shareholders in the overall price that they paid for the company in 1984. As explained in Section 4.1.1 of this decision, the Commission concludes on the basis of the information available that the Crown guarantee in itself, as far as it covers BT’s pension liabilities did not confer any advantage to BT at the time it was granted, and not until 1995, when its effects were substantially changed by the legislation. It means that at least at the time of the privatisation, the Crown guarantee on pension liabilities had no value to BT’s shareholders: in 1984, it was not possible to anticipate the application of minimum funding requirements and the obligation to contribute to the PPF, nor the potential economic advantage resulting from the exemption from these obligations thanks of the Crown guarantee.

BTBS also put forward the argument that the potential advantage deriving from the lower levies to the PPF is more than compensated by extra liabilities borne by BT and BTPS because of the special nature of BTPS. First, the Commission notes that, in application of BTPS’ reasoning, the nature of the contracts with BT’s employees before privatisation was known at the time of privatisation, and should have therefore been taken into account into BT’s price: the argument is therefore in contradiction with the one described in the previous paragraph. Secondly, the disadvantages described by BT are linked to specific rules that have been applied to BTPS and a certain category of employees since the privatisation of BT. Thee is no causal nor temporal link between these alleged disadvantages and the apparent advantage resulting from a reduced contribution to the PPF, which materialised 20 years later. The Commission therefore has doubts that these alleged disadvantages could be used to offset this advantage.

If the arguments put forward by BTPS and the UK authorities are rejected, and if it is concluded that there is an advantage in the form of a reduced contribution to the PPF, this advantage appears to be financed through State resources since it is the consequence of the State guarantee, which has been granted to BT without the payment of any premium by this firm. In addition, in case BT becomes insolvent and its pension fund is in deficit, the pensions of the employees concerned will be paid by the State, rather than by the (privately funded) PPF, as would be the case if the normal rules had applied. To summarize, the change in the legal framework in 2004 and the setting up of a new system based on the PPF with an exemption for funds with a Crown guarantee substantially altered the nature and the effects of the Crown guarantee enjoyed by BT, as a result of which an advantage financed by the State appears to have been granted to BT from 2004 onwards.

(1) BTPS indicated that these amounts are likely to increase in the future, maintaining the same ratio between actual and full levy.
(78) This advantage would be selective, since it is available only to BT for the part of its employees covered by the Crown guarantee.

(79) Given BT's activities in national and international markets for telecommunications, this advantage may affect competition and trade between Member States and therefore is likely to constitute an aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) EC.

(80) To conclude, on the basis of the information available at this stage, the Commission is of the opinion that the exemption from the contribution to the PPF for BTPS pension liabilities covered by the 1984 Crown guarantee is likely to constitute State aid granted to BT.

4.2. Lawfulness of the measures if State aid is present

(81) The 1995 and 2004 Pension Acts have created general obligations for pension funds from which BTPS and consequently BT are relieved thanks to the Crown guarantee. These new legislations have substantially altered the effects of the Crown guarantee on BT's pension liabilities. Since the enactment of these acts, the Crown guarantee on BT's pension liabilities appears to provide an advantage to BT in the form of an exemption of BTPS from the minimum funding requirements, on the one hand, and from the full contribution to the PPF, on the other hand.

(82) These advantages are likely to constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the EC Treaty. If the presence of State aid is confirmed, it has not been notified. As a result, it is unlawful as from ten years before the Commission started its investigation in 2006, in compliance with Article 15 of Council Regulation (EC) No 659/1999.

4.3. Assessment of compatibility of the measures if State aid is present

(83) To the extent that the presence of State aid in the form of an exemption from the minimum funding requirement or in the form of an exemption from the minimum funding requirements and from full contribution to the PPF levy is confirmed, it is necessary to consider the compatibility of such State aid under Community rules.

(84) Although BT is entrusted with certain obligations of public interest, it appears that, if State aid is present, it benefits the entirety of its activities, in which case Article 86(2) EC would not be applicable.

(85) The measures involved do not appear to be compatible under Article 87(2) EC either. Article 87(2)(a) EC concerns aid with a social character granted to individual consumers. The State aid at stake consists in an exemption from minimum funding requirements and from the contribution to the PPF: such aid benefits BT itself. Consequently, such State aid would not fall within the scope of Article 87(2)(a) EC.

(86) The only possible basis for compatibility under Article 87(3) EC for these measures, if they contain aid, would at this stage appear to be Article 87(3)(c) EC, which provides that aid to facilitate the development of certain economic activities or certain economic areas can be found to be compatible when it does not affect trading conditions to an extent contrary to the common interests.

(87) However, the measures involved do not appear to comply with any of the rules concerning the application of that sub-paragraph that the Commission has promulgated to date in the form of guidelines and communications. Consequently, the compatibility of these measures, if they contain aid, would have to be assessed directly on the basis of Article 87(3)(c) EC. To date, the UK authorities have not provided any information that would enable the Commission to conclude to the compatibility of these measures on that basis.

(88) To conclude, if State aid is involved, the Commission doubts whether these measures are compatible with the common market.

5. DECISION

(89) In the light of the foregoing considerations, the Commission, acting under the procedure laid down in Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty, requests the United Kingdom to submit its comments and to provide all such information as may help to assess the exemption of BTPS from the minimum funding requirements laid down in the 1995 and 2004 Pension Acts and from the payment of a levy to the PPF, for the pension liabilities covered by the Crown guarantee.

(90) In particular, the Commission requests the UK to provide:
- Explanations as to why and clear evidence that, as alleged by the UK authorities, BTPS did not avail itself of the exemption from the minimum funding requirements imposed by the 1995 and 2004 Pension Acts.
- Full explanations as to why, in their views, the exemption from the contribution to the PPF does not constitute aid.
- Full explanations as to why these measures, should the Commission conclude that they constitute State aid, can be found to be compatible with State aid rules, and in particular under Article 87(3)(c) EC.

(91) The Commission requests your authorities to forward a copy of this letter to the potential recipient of the aid immediately.

(92) The Commission wishes to remind the United Kingdom that Article 88(3) of the EC Treaty has suspensory effect, and would draw your attention to Article 14 of Regulation (EC) No 659/1999, which provides that all unlawful aid may be recovered from the recipient.

(93) The Commission warns the United Kingdom that it will inform interested parties by publishing this letter and a meaningful summary of it in the Official Journal of the European Union. It will also inform interested parties in the EFTA countries which are signatories to the EEA Agreement, by publication of a notice in the EEA Supplement to the Official Journal of the European Union and will inform the EFTA Surveillance Authority by sending a copy of this letter. All such interested parties will be invited to submit their comments within one month of the date of such publication.